A1-A2 Carefully cut out the area WITHIN mag snap circles for the following pattern pieces:
Bag (#15)
Niche Top (#11)
Now cut out these pieces as directed, then place them on a flat surface (w/fusible-side UP)
Please note that your foam probably doesn’t have a fusible side.
Next, replace each pattern piece on it (aligning all outside edges), and mark along the edges within the cutout areas to transfer the snap placement to the fleece (or foam).

A2-A3- Separate magnet pair.
Place one side of magnet set “magnetic-side-UP” within outline area on fusible side of Niche Top in fleece. Secure placement with pins.
Place remaining side of magnet set “magnetic-side-UP” on Bag in foam. Secure placement with pins.

Stitch close to plastic edges on BOTH items.
Reinforce stitching.
Follow instructions presented in steps A4, C1 to either stitch or fuse these items to your fabric pieces.